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More than just expertise: the first and only coffee table book on fishing captures the lifestyle of the ultimate hobby

Everything from the basics to the lifestyle, from the tackle, to dream destinations, and fisherman's tales of the biggest catches

and unforgettable experiences by the water, brought together for the first time in one gorgeous coffee-table book

The ideal gift and must-have for anyone who has succumbed to the fascination of fishing

Dive into the world of fishing with the first coffee table book on the subject in the successful Ultimate Book series. This photo book not

only presents the history and basic knowledge of fishing but also showcases the diverse equipment from rods to reels, hooks to baits.

Learn about various techniques such as spin fishing, fly fishing, and float and bottom fishing, all illustrated with stunning photographs.

Embark on a journey to the most popular target fish such as Atlantic Salmon, Brown Trout, Brook Trout, European Perch, Black Bass,

Northern Pike, Musky, Carp (Mirror and Common), while being enchanted by dream destinations for anglers. Explore the pristine lakes

and rivers that make every angler’s heart beat faster. Of course, the obligatory fisherman’s tales must not be missing, bringing to life

stories of the biggest catches and unforgettable experiences by the water. Overall, this photo book is not just a book but a way of life

that captures the passion and magic of fishing in every line. An absolute must-have and the ideal gift for all who are captivated by the

fascinating world of fishing.

Moritz Rott has been a passionate angler since the age of 13. In addition to his main occupation as a lawyer, he writes for fishing

magazines and advises companies that manufacture fishing tackle and bait. He has made a name for himself as the successful author of

the book 111 Gründe, Angeln zu gehen (111 reasons to go fishing). Moritz Rott's network in the angling scene extends far beyond national

borders, with the mother country of angling, England, being particularly close to his heart.
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